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Construction of Guangzhou South Railway Station, Photo: Author, 2011
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WHY HIGH-SPEED RAILWAY 
STATIONS CONTINUE CHINA'S 
LEAPFROG URBANIZATION? 

The Institutional Parameters of Urban Development

ABSTRACT

An ambitious program of High-Speed Railway (HSR) is under construction in 
China and already soon the network will overtake its counterparts in Europe. 
Reflecting on experiences in Europe, the authors explore the conditions for 
place-making qualities of six new HSR station areas in China. The superb inter-
city connectivity of the new infrastructure nodes raises a lot of expectations 
about the economic and social potential of the station areas, but the experiences 
in Europe thus far are very differentiated. With regards to the attraction of 
economic activities usually the existing differences between different economic 
regions are reproduced rather than shaping completely new conditions. Also 
the expectations of developing completely new integrated urban centers around 
stations in the urban periphery are rather ambitious. The paper questions the 
planning responses to HSR development in Chinese cities and investigates the 
institutional conditions that frame these responses. The authors explore how 
the plans for Chinese HSR station development account for their objectives 
and reflect on the potential of the station area planning by investigating the 
institutional parameters of urban development. 
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Introduction

It is not exaggerated to use the label “HSR heat” to characterize the nation-wide 
wave of China’s High-Speed Railway (HSR) network construction. International 
observers are impressed by the program of 16 thousands kilometers new railway 
construction until 2020 which overtakes the complete efforts of the European 
and Japanese pioneers over the last fifty years. One of the driving forces behind 
this ambitious program is the national government’s top-down intervention 
to stimulate domestic production and consumption after the financial crisis in 
2008. Above all, there is a macro-economic agenda behind the expansion of 
HSR infrastructure. In addition, to these policy rationales associated with HSR 
development the program raises concerns about the spatial contextualization 
of infrastructure in processes of urbanization. The interrelationships between 
infrastructure and spatial structure are a critical factor in the development of 
cities. This certainly is the case in Chinese cities, where spatial configurations 
rapidly change. 

Therefore, in this paper, we are particularly interested in the interrelationships 
of the station area in China. The experiences in Europe show that a good 
match between infrastructure and spatial organization is not self-evident 
(Hall & Hass-Klau, 1985; Van den Berg & Pol, 1998; Bertolini, 1998). The 
outcomes often turn out to be disappointing compared with the expectations at 
forehand. In Europe, the construction of HSR and the development of station 
areas is a complicated matter, in particular when these lines cross urbanized 
areas. Usually, it is the changing social and political context that makes the 
establishing an infrastructure project so complex. Typically, large projects 
start as single purposed macro-economic infrastructure projects but gradually 
grow into multi-purposed ones because of the emerging tensions between 
economic, environmental and spatial urbanization claims (Salet et al., 2012). 
This complication certainly is observed when the construction of “major routes” 
enters the urbanized parts in European countries, such as the new construction 
of the Train de Grande Vitesse (TGV) in France (Hall, 2009), the recent 
extension between Brussels and Amsterdam in the Randstad of the Netherlands 
(Priemus, 2007; De Vries, 2008), and the recent eastern route of London towards 
the European continent (Hall, 2009). 

While the infrastructure planners initially were thinking of straight 
connections, those concerned with urban environment brought in a wider 
range of objectives responding both to the negative effects of the routes (raising 
alternatives to protect the environment, or specific qualities of landscapes or 
patterns of the built environment) and to the alternative positive effects of 
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the routes (cities lobbying to get connected to the new networks or getting 
their major economic concentrations directly connected). Obviously, the 
policy games of enriching the matching potential of infrastructure and spatial 
organization are even more intricate in the development of the station areas. If 
more interests are at stake, negotiation and exchange of different interests will 
be needed in order to enable a recombination of options.

The characteristic problem of these projects is that they often are started as 
single purposed economic endeavors of infrastructures but then appear to be 
organized too closed to enable adaptations. The decision-making process is 
often not open and not sophisticated enough to address issues of complexity 
and uncertainty. Eventually, however, the planners in Europe learned in the hard 
way: neglecting the complexity and the need of adaptive attitude, persisting on 
the initial logic of single purposed goals, and responding on contestation by 
hierarchical decisions resulted often in even more delay, long during stalemates 
and not seldom in overt conflict (Swyngedouw et al. 2002; Majoor, 2008, Salet 
& Gualini, 2007; Flyvbjerg et al., 2003; Priemus, 2007). Gradually, taking an 
open attitude and taking complexity on board is rewarding not only resulting 
in better management, but also in deliberate outcomes and recombination of 
different options. Developing HSR stations and station areas without deliberate 
spatial contextualization and without explicitly thinking about improving the 
quality of place and other interests, becomes rare in Europe. 

Another characteristic problem in Europe regards the extremely high 
expectations of local governments. The prospect of getting connected to the 
European HSR network raises expectations of high economic growth with 
local planners. On top of the economic prospects, public facilities are required 
and local decision-makers often also tend to expect a high potential of social, 
cultural and ecological development at the strategic station areas. Completely 
new urban centers are designed around the strategic nodes of infrastructure. 
Some findings stand out in the European experiences thus far. New nodes 
of infrastructure usually do not change the regional economic patterns in 
a structural way (Pol, 2002; 2008). Of course, it will never hurt a city to get 
better connected, but the economic development usually rather reproduces the 
existing economic position of these places in regional or national systems. The 
existing disparities may even be increased (Vickermann et al., 1999). The city of 
Lille in France is an interesting example. After the connection with the “channel 
tunnel” coming from London, the connection with Paris to the southeast, and 
the northern connection to Brussels (Belgium), Lille became one of the best 
interconnected nodes in the European HSR network. With the international 
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star architect Rem Koolhaas’s work of an integrated multiple function space 
around the station, Lille takes profit of its better accessibility but not as much as 
was expected at forehand. Parts of the new offices are still empty. The social and 
spatial meaning and the spatial quality are a bit disappointing because of the 
disruptive dimensioning. Besides, in other French cities, the direct connection 
attracted many knowledge workers to Paris and Brussels instead of fostering 
local growth (Sand, 1995). The same might happen with the new central station 
area in Rotterdam (The Netherlands), which expects to attract new economies 
but most probably will lose knowledge workers to Amsterdam (Trip, 2008). 
New, future economy will not be attracted just by accessibility to a fast speed 
railway network rather the existing economic centers may take profit of this 
additional connection.

Obviously, since China has a different historic, social, political and 
institutional background, the above-mentioned problems are not expressed in 
the same way here. However, the same dilemmas of coping with complexity and 
the uncertainty of emerging properties are underlying in the context and will 
be expressed in their own way. Even when the projects are realized very fast, 
it does not automatically mean that conflicts or latent conflicts of interest are 
solved or brought into the improved quality of place and the contextualization 
of station development. Rather, it is likely that suboptimal outcomes will 
require new rounds of decision-making in order to improve spatial quality. To 
recapitalize the main argument: Referring to experiences in Europe, we wonder 
how Chinese cities cope with the challenges and dilemmas of HSR station area 
development. What are the expectations of HSR station area development? 
How are the aspirations made plausible? How is the station area development 
contextualized in existing urban spaces, is it integrated in city centers and 
second order type of urban centers or is it situated in the urban periphery? 
How are the aimed activities related to existing activities in the city? This paper 
assumes that complications in the planning of station areas can only well be 
explained when institutional conditions are well understood. Furthermore 
learning from each other’s policies requires a thorough understanding of the 
institutional conditions that shape decision-making and the implementation 
process. Therefore, in order to investigate the plausibility of local planning 
strategies we will intensely analyze the patterns of institutional incentives. 
Institutional analysis is very helpful in investigating how policy choices are 
conditioned by social forces and systematic power (Hsing, 2010). The paper 
explores the planning and policy responses for the potential station area 
development exemplified by six existing nodal cities along the HSR corridors in 
China. In short, the research question is: 
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What are the planning responses to the arrival of HSR in Chinese cities and 
what are the institutional conditions that frame these responses?

The New Generation of HSR Railway Station Area in China

Since the first dedicated passenger line operated in 2007, the opening of 2298-
km’s Beijing-Guangzhou line on 26 December, 2012 made the Chinese HSR 
network the largest one in the world. It connects not only the three megacity-
regions: Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region, Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River 
Delta, but also other fast growing metropolitan regions in the hinterland (Figure 
2-1). It is vitally changing the geography of China, and altering the positions of 
“connected” cities in the hierarchy. It is therefore explicable that every involved 
city considers its connection to the network as a window of opportunity to 
launch comprehensive plans for station areas. For a good understanding of the 
cases it is necessary to raise the specific social and economic conditions and 
planning approaches in China (Zheng & Du, 2007): The HSR construction 
takes place in a context of explosive urbanization, contributing to expansion 
and spatial reconfiguration of cities. The rapid growing Chinese urbanization 
rate will give a continuing impetus for railway travel demand, as urban life 
and economy are expected to create increased long distance mobility. Besides, 
Chinese station areas are usually sub-divided in multiple rings. This idea can 
loosely be compared with European experiences, where station areas show 
a three-ring pattern based on the radius of services provided: ranging from 
services with a national and international scope close to the station to services 
for local and regional use farther away (Schutz in Pol, 2002). It should be noted 
that scale of developments in China usually is much larger than in Europe and 
therefore the rings are of a different size. In China the widest ring often refers to 
the “HSR new town/district”. 

This study focuses on six station areas, which are junction stations that locate 
at the crossroad or terminal of multiple HSR-lines. This selection leaves aside 
intermediate stations, terminal stations at the end of just one line and stations 
in cities that rank relatively low in urban hierarchy. Furthermore, the overview 
has been dependent on the availability of material to allow an assessment of 
the plans for the station area. This made it impossible to include cities such as 
Zhengzhou and Changsha, which would ideally spoken have been desirable, 
and implies that the selection is limited to Beijing South, Tianjin West, Shanghai 
Hongqiao, Nanjing South, Wuhan and Guangzhou South. Every station area 
has been paid a site visit, the plans for these areas have been analyzed and in 
addition interviews have been conducted. 
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Figure 2-1. Conceptualized HSR network in China by 2020 
Source: author based on Mid and Long-term Plan of Railway Network, (former) Ministry of Railways, 2008.
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Beijing South Railway Station

Beijing South Station is the only station that is in a central location (Figure 2-2). 
It is one of the two stations within the urbanized area of Beijing served by HSR. 
It stands out of the other cases, because it shows the arrival of a HSR connection 
did not necessarily lead to a chance for regenerating existing environment. 
It is a redevelopment of the Yongding Gate station, which is seven km from 
Tian’anmen Square. For years, very few spatial planning for this station area 
has been implemented, besides some specific plans, such as Project Plan of 
Public Facilities in Beijing South Station Area (2007). In the early version of 
city regulatory plan, Beijing aims at maintaining the existing situation around 
the station and enhancing its connection to central part. Until the 12th Five-
year Plan, the potential of this area in Beijing’s industrial re-structure has been 
recognized. At the end of 2012, the State Council approved to build Beijing’s 
second international airport in Daxing, which is more south to the South 
station. This railway station area is planned to be more accessible from the new 
airport and inner city by the new metro line. Therefore, it can be qualified as 
the case under the transformation from pure mega infrastructure project to a 
possible juncture for spatial development.

Figure 2-2. Location of Beijing South Railway Station, Source: author.
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Tianjin West Railway Station

As one of the four major stations in Tianjin, the rhetoric of the plan for the 
West Station is strongly based on “smart growth” and sustainability. It is drawn 
from the vision in the City Master Plan, in which Tianjin is portrayed as an 
international port city, an economic center in northern China, and an ecological 
city (Figure 2-3). However, these goals are not very clearly elaborated and 
predominantly seem to imply a focus on the introduction of the service sector, 
especially in the area of leisure and the creative economy, and a focus on a great 
leap forward in public transport. Tianjin’s current growth pole is the Yujiapu 
CBD at the new eastern coastal district (“Bin-hai-xin-qu”). Plans for the west 
station explicitly aim to balance investments to the other end of the “dumbbell” 
structure, by developing the third sub-city center (7 km to the city center). The 
old west station is moved and redeveloped into railway museum. The urban 
design of the new station area is typical for HSR station area’s throughout China, 
with the cluster of skyscrapers connected by a visually open axis dominating the 
plan. The plan for the initiating area, which is 1.26 km2, provides three million 
square meters of floor space. And the plan for the 10-km2 core area will add 15 
million square meters of floor space, almost half is dedicated to housing (Plan 
for Sub City Center around Tianjin West Station Area, 2009). The program 
foresees a relatively large proportion of the floor space to be dedicated to 
housing compared with the plans for the other stations. 
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Figure 2-3. Location of Tianjin West Railwy Station, Source: author.
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Shanghai Hongqiao Railway Station

Hongqiao Station locates in the western periphery of Shanghai (Figure 2-4). The 
surrounding areas are covered with counties, city villas, private foreign schools, 
and small industries. It is the only integrated node that connects international 
airport, HSR, (possible) maglev, and four other transportation modes in China. 
It has an ambitious program for spatial development, adding 1.7 million square 
meters of floor space in the core area and 6.5 million square meters of floor 
space in 27-km2 station area (Regulatory Plan Of Shanghai Hongqiao Station 
Area, 2009). It is divided into four rings: In the largest ring of 86-km2, its focus 
on “headquarter economy” has given it the vision of “the next Lujiazui” (Central 
Business District). They aim at a similar economic profile that is international 
high-end trade and commercial business, logistics and exhibition. But Hongqiao 
promised not to replicate the image of Lujiazui because of the 48-meter airport 
height restriction. The promotion of “low-carbon” development as a leading 
idea in the plan provided a new centerpiece for the plan. This has implications 
for urban design and planning regulations. The urban design is characterized 
by low-density and small-scale block, giving space to pedestrians over cars, 
providing opportunities for green energy use, and energy-saving architecture 
design. Planning regulations are formulated more resilient in order to enable 
selecting environmentally friendly as well as high-tech and R&D companies 
over others in the later stage of industrial restructuring. 
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Figure 2-4. Location of Shanghai Hongqiao Railway Station, Source: author.
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Nanjing South Railway Station

The Nanjing South Railay Station is located 12 km south of the city center (Figure 
2-5). It aims to develop a completely new city center and is meant to contribute 
to transforming Nanjing from a mono-centric to a polycentric city. It originally 
started as a plan for the core station area, aimed at attracting “headquarter 
economy.” Later on it was integrated in the city master plan, combining different 
related developments, which included the redevelopment of a military airport 
and some other existing high-tech science parks. This is in correspondence 
with the idea that the impact of the new station is on the scale of the city as 
a whole and is not only relevant for the direct environment of the station 
(Duan, 2009). In the core area of 6.6 km2, space is destined for development, 
including housing, public facilities (focusing on offices and businesses), green 
areas and no industry (Regulatory Plan of Nanjing South Station Area, 2010). 
The largest ring, the “South New Extension”, caters for both local and regional 
demands, which covers 66 km2 for a population of 732,000 (Strategic Plan of 
Nanjing South New Extension, 2010). The large proportion of housing shows 
the determination of municipality to address local urbanization demand. In 
the urban design a monumental axis and the building of skyscrapers are given 
vision. However, the core of “south new extension” is outside of the core station 
area. As a part of the plan considerable space is reserved for industry, but not in 
the vicinity of the core station area.

Chapter 2: Institutional Parameters
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Wuhan Railway Station 

Because the present Wuhan merged from three separate municipalities 
ten million inhabitants, it has a history of polycentric development. Its 
inner position within China makes it an extremely strategic node on both 
transportation and economic networks (Figure 2-6). The Wuhan Railway 
Station is located outside the city, which is 12 km away from Wuchang center, 
17 km away from Hankou center, and 22 km from Hanyang center. Clearly 
influenced by the city’s master plan (City Master Plan of Wuhan, 2010), the plan 
for the station area foresees to add a new city sub-center. The program for the 
core area consists of 11-km2 land to provide housing for a population of 100,000 
people. On the other hand, retail, leisure, catering and offices take rather small 
proportion, which is an indication of aiming for local sub-center development 
(Regulatory Plan of Wuhan Station Area, 2010). The creation of an artificial 
lake and modern leisure facilities along its water banks is a reflection on the 
image of Wuhan as a “city of lakes”. The large proportion of green land also 
holds the promise of a livable built environment compared to the other station 
areas. Furthermore, the plan uses the idea of double cores: one center aimed 
at local services and another aimed at the head quarter economy. This concept 
might avoid that a failure to attract headquarters would jeopardize the efforts of 
making a sub-center for local use.
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Figure 2-6. Location of Wuhan Railway Station, Source: author.
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Guangzhou South Railway Station

Guangzhou South Railway Station is located in a rural area at the southern city 
fringe. It is a different case that is meant to perform a strategic role in regional 
integration. It is 17 km away from Guangzhou Zhujiang new center, and 18 km 
from Foshan city center (Figure 2-7). The plans for the core station area cover 4.5 
km2, and the overall area covers 36 km2 providing housing for 352,000 people 
(Regulatory Plan of Guangzhou South Station Area, 2011). It is planned as an 
integrated transportation hub in southern China, a modern service center for 
business and trade, and spatial integration node for Foshan and Guangzhou 
(“Guang-fo-tong-cheng”). The emphasis on TOD strategy from more regional 
strategic perspective enables this area facilitated with sufficient transfer between 
different transportations from the very beginning. Another difference is that 
housing claims a small proportion of the land. This is indicative for the edge-
city characteristics of this area as opposed to the desire elsewhere to establish 
a general new city center. Noteworthy, the actual spatial development around 
the station opened in 2009 is lagging behind the expectations. The hotel and 
catering facilities that should support the commercial and business functions in 
the station area are of a lower standard than aimed for.  

Chapter 2: Institutional Parameters

Figure 2-7. Location of Guangzhou South Railway Station, Source: author.
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Key Characteristics of New HSR Station Area

Comparing the six cases, they clearly share the next four specific characteristics. 

Peripheral location

Except for the Beijing South Station, all other stations locate at the urban 
periphery. The stations themselves also symbolize the lack of using the station as 
an integrator of urban space. They follow a standard design, which functionally 
and architecturally comes close to the traditional design for airports (Figure 2-8). 
The design is centered on strictly separating incoming and outgoing passengers 
and quick transport away from the station. The stations are often spatially 
isolated and only interconnected (or expected to become interconnected) 
with regional or national (rather than local) transportation networks. In 
Europe and Japan, it usually appeared to be a problem to fully integrate the 
peripheral station areas in urban development: they are usually developed just 
as infrastructure projects. However, China is a different story. The periphery 
of Chinese cities is characterized by a fragmented morphology of urbanized 
areas and green fields. In the next section we will explore the plausibility of 
urban development in these peripheral locations by investigating the underlying 
institutional conditions.

Chapter 2: Institutional Parameters

Huge volume of program

On the local level, the size of developments are on a much larger scale than 
in Europe or Japan, where projects are limited to what in China is referred as 
the initiating or core station area. While the largest urban projects of Europe 
(such as the London Docklands or La Defense in Paris) amount to floor space 
development of two to three million square meters, multiple volumes are 
common in the Chinese core station areas. Without much ado developments 
are simply positioned as an additional sub-center of the city, often referred to 

Figure 2-8. Photo of HSR station in urban periphery (2012), Source: author.
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as “HSR new town or district” (Figure 2-9). Majority of the core station areas 
are planned to facilitate high-rises and monumental axis. Although most of the 
projects are positioned as part of an urban strategy in the city master plan, not 
much reference is made to the ways in which the new centers are complementing 
or possibly competing with existing centers. Besides this positioning in the local 
context, we also look into how the projects are embedded on the regional level. 
The plans investigated in this research do not show explicit consideration of the 
spatial dynamics that take place in neighboring cities in the same HSR corridor, 
which could be of influence on the feasibility of plans for individual cities. 

Supply side approach 

The planning approach can be qualified as an inside-out approach dominated 
by design principles and strict zoning regulations. The urban contextualization 
is usually framed as the opportunity of creating a new “sub-city center” in the 
existing spatial structure. The content of the investigated plans seems to be very 
much driven by design and regulation (zoning) oriented planning as opposed to 
forms of interactive or communicative planning. None of the plans shows clear 
signs of a reflecting on demands in local society. Furthermore, the planning 
processes do not indicate that they are the product of wide ranging discussions. 
They are essentially planner’s project framed by local and national political 
ambitions. This is also facilitated by the locations that are chosen, which might 
minimize and localize the amount of resistance. The designs of the different 
areas show remarkable commonalities, as most of them give prominence to grid 
structure with a central axis extended from HSR station towards a solid cluster 
of skyscrapers. In general those areas are regarded as a city icon and gateway for 
the city. Interesting enough, there have been a few attempts to emphasize the 
“flexibility” in order to respond to the potential uncertainty and risks resulting 

Figure 2-9. Illustrations of HSR station area, Source: relevant urban plans & designs.
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from unknown demand side variables. One way to do this is to create a new 
land use category, namely “reserved land” which allows for different types of 
land-use. 

Political discourse on spatial quality

Although most plans give the impression of straightforward promotion of 
economic growth, also issues of “sustainability”, “scientific development (Ke-
xue-fa-zhan-guan)” or “harmonious society (He-xie-she-hui)” are creeping up 
as a reflection of the present political discourse. Those abstract discourses are 
made more concrete through introducing concepts such as ecological industry, 
more livable public space, smart energy use, green architecture design, creative 
economy, and public transport system, etc. These reflect an ongoing political 
discourse on the national level initiated in top political circles around the 
ideas of a “harmonious society (2006)” and “scientific development (2007).” 
In general, all local governments are influenced by these discourses and adjust 
local agendas accordingly, but mainly on a general level. In present stage of 
construction it is difficult to see whether the concepts will be elaborated to an 
operational level on which they influence the plans significantly. 

Institutional Parameters Guiding Spatial Extension around HSR

Exploring the HSR stations and station areas currently under construction in 
China, we learned that the planning aspirations are even more ambitious than 
the counterparts in Europe. The expectations are higher both with regards to 
the economic growth and to the realization of spatial quality. And, to make 
the challenge even more topical, most new HSR stations are planned in the 
urban periphery. The “HSR new towns” are characteristic for this round of 
leapfrog urbanization in China. Obviously, urbanization in China has its 
own backgrounds and trajectories of growth. The pressure of economic and 
social growth of cities is exceptionally high in China, already for decades, 
and the shape of urbanization is developing a unique morphology, which is 
not comparable with the extensively decentralized American city-regions or 
with the compact European city-formations. Characteristic is the huge size of 
urbanized space but unlike American cities still combined with the effective 
political power to prevent sprawl over non-urbanized regions. Furthermore, it is 
highly intensified urban space with concentrations of high-density land use over 
larger urban space than that can be found in Europe. The third characteristic 
is the highly regulated system of transportation. The combination of the urban 
explosion and the regulating hand of the government produced the unique 
shape of Chinese metropolis. 
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The shaping of the overall spatial patterns, however, is not optimized. Cities 
tend to neglect considerable parts of the existing urban spaces, both in suburban 
districts and in old industrial and residential urban districts. New development 
leaps forward via spectacular extensions such as new university towns, theme 
parks, high-tech zones, new peripheral industrial zones, and residential areas. 
The outcome of this “hopscotch” style of urbanization is both new development 
and also more marginalized areas. The development of HSR stations and station 
areas seems to follow these patterns. In order to explore the above-mentioned 
challenges in the typical Chinese context, the institutional mechanisms of 
the urbanization motor must be investigated. We consider the following 
institutional parameters:

State-led centralized urbanization

Typically for the Chinese way of urbanization is that it is mainly state led. There 
are three major national policies providing preconditions for local urbanization: 
the Five-year Plan for National Economic and Social Development, the National 
Land Management Planning, and the urban and rural planning. The former two 
set up the general goals for the third one. Infrastructures plans are made mainly 
according to the Five-year Plans. In this sense, the cities are not autonomous 
in pursuing the land policy. The national government invested 4000 billion 
RMB into infrastructure and urban construction facing financial crisis, which 
synchronously stimulated the bubble of domestic construction. Furthermore, 
various quotas and indexes delineating the boundaries of local action space are 
issued. The local spatial planning has to obey requirements from the national 
strategic thinking and land management, in particular the index with zoning 
regulation with “binding indexes” and the “forecasting indexes.” In the recent 
land-use planning round (2005- 2010) in particular sustainability requirements 
have been added (Cai et al., 2009). Correspondingly, all of the spatial plans, 
including HSR station area plans, need to be adapted into the official planning 
system, and be in line with the top-down guidelines. That is why station area 
development in China cannot be regarded as independently decision-making 
projects as those in Europe.

Land ownership and transfer system

Since the introduction of market economy, the economic value of land has 
been fully recognized in China. The role of land is crucial in the institutional 
fabric of urbanization. The 1982 Constitution “recognized two kinds of land 
ownership: urban land is the property of the state while rural land is collectively 
owned by villagers” (Zhang, 2000, p. 129). With additional amendments, the 
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1988 Constitution “legalized the separation of land ownership from land use 
rights, and it also allowed the transfer of land use rights for a fixed period of 
time” (Zhang, 2000, p. 129). As a result, land is commoditized but not privatized 
(Hsing, 2010). Therefore, just as Yeh and Wu argue (1996), a land market has 
been created and land use rights entered the market. The state – in particular 
the municipality – takes profit in the process of land right transfer. 

Land right transfers in the urban periphery are especially profitable for cities. 
The city takes the role of land transfer agency. The price scissors between low 
compensation fees to farmer collectives and the leasing of the land are often 
contested. By changing the destination into commercial construction land, 
the city takes profit of the transfer, the leasing fees, the taxes on new economic 
activity and the revenue from central government (Zhu & Zhang, 2009). The 
large profits for municipalities are considered as a vehicle act as profit machine 
of urban development. The municipality has a monopoly position. Farmers, 
who own and use land, are not entitled to arrange direct land transactions on 
agreed prices with developers but depend on the city. This mechanism is a key 
incentive of the hopscotch style of urbanization happening around HSR station 
areas. 

Official appraisal mechanism

A further drive for leapfrog urbanization and pro-growth attitude of the cities 
is the institutionalization of political credits. As Zhang (2002, p. 492) indicates, 
“the Central Government judges the performance of local officials based on 
two criteria: political conformity to the Central Government and achievements 
in local economic development”. The achievements of economic development 
are one of the key factors of officials’ political credits, which is indispensable 
for political promotion. First of all, the Gross Domestic Product is the key 
indicator for establishing the performance of cities and therefore of politicians. 
All expenditure is taken into account to contribute to rapid economic growth, 
sometime regardless of its efficiency or environmental costs (Abramson, 2006). 
Mega infrastructure and industrial projects, including HSR station areas are 
already significantly contributing to the GDP by simply being realized, because 
they represent enormous investments (Zhu & Zhang, 2009). Secondly, local 
politicians are also concerned with promoting the image of a successful city. 
The key point is that it should be visible and self-evident. HSR station area 
development fits to the official appraisal requirements, because of its magnificent 
scale, its eye-catching architecture and its representation as a symbolic landmark 
or gateway of city. Thirdly, a new HSR district can provide a relatively visible 
platform to promote central government’s political goals, such as a “harmonious 
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society”, “scientific development”, and “low-carbon economy”, etc.

Negotiation between Ministry of Railway and local municipalities

In China only the Ministry of Railway (MoR) is responsible for the formulation 
of the railway network planning, the implementation and evaluation of railway, 
and the management/regulation of state-owned railway property. Oddly 
enough, it is independent of the Ministry of Transport, and is known as the 
most enclosed “kingdom” left by the formal Socialist Planned Economy. As the 
main decision-maker, it takes two variables as the criteria: one is the technical 
index, such as turning radius of train and the geological conditions of land. The 
other one, we consider as the deeper causality, is that the cost of demolition 
along corridor and station areas should be as low as possible. In addition in 
some cases the MoR chooses its routes according to those trajectories that would 
provide the best chance to obtain more land. This is a crucial factor explaining 
why the most station location choices decided by the ministry attempts to avoid 
city center location.

The locations of station are the outcome of negotiations between MoR and 
local municipalities. The position of municipalities with respect to the station 
location is ambivalent. On one hand, most municipalities prefer the connection 
nearer to the city center, which is better to support inner city redevelopment. 
On the other hand, fast growing cities are in need of capital for development 
and in search of land transactions. At the urban fringe lower compensation 
rates are applicable and there are more possibilities for large scale and lucrative 
developments. The first consideration is usually brought in negotiation with the 
MOR, but the most common outcome is that the municipality compromises 
(well aware of its second consideration) and comes to certain agreement with 
the ministry. Despite the municipality’s inner conflict with interests concerning 
the inner city, the opportunity of a new round of “land enclosure” and spatial 
reconfiguration is attractive. At the end, the creation of a “HSR new town/
district” appears as a win-win situation.

Central-municipal government relationship

The intergovernmental relationships further explain the local “pro-growth 
system” around HSR station area. The national government tightens the 
boundaries of municipal governments but simultaneously takes profit of 
local growth. Alarmed by the wide protests on the excessive expropriation 
of collective land and the low compensation fees to farmers, the national 
government started a series of contractive land policies that urged the municipal 
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government to introduce a rational land-use control (Cong & Wei, 2009). The 
local government, on the other hand, has the most important task to foster 
economic growth and has become dependent on the sources of land income. 
By expansion of residential or commercial construction the local government 
generates income via land revenue rather than taxes. However, the impact of 
this institutional incentive is differentiated over cities because municipalities 
may decide to decrease taxes in order to attract investment to station areas. 
Because of “the overwhelming public ownership of production” (Zhang, 2002, 
p. 483), the property tax had only token meaning in China for a long period 
until the collection of real estate tax started in January 2011, which is similar but 
still different from the property tax in western countries. Therefore, the “land-
revenue system” is a strong incentive for local governments to lease out as much 
land as possible and therefore acts as a driver of promote HSR new town.

Municipality–district government relationship

Although the municipality has a monopoly position in the transfer of land, 
the other public sectors on the local level, namely the urban districts and sub-
districts (“jie-dao”) also matters. “Infrastructure projects are mainly a municipal 
responsibility, land leasing is initiated by both the municipal and district 
governments” (Zhang, 2002, p. 485), and residence demolishment such as land 
clearance for the HSR line are basically under the control of district government 
and implemented by sub-districts. Therefore, district government has emerged 
as a key player in shaping community landscape in the urban morphology. 
While municipal planners are responsible for the plans of station area, the 
districts are of great influence on the realization of the plans. As a result the 
urban space around the station ultimately realized, could be different from the 
original plans.

Physical planning tradition

Plans for large-scale developments, such as station areas, are made by planners 
raised in the tradition of physical planning and urban design in China. As a 
consequence the focus is on the creation of the physical built environment, 
perfect composition and aesthetics. Therefore many plans lack institutional 
reflection on stakeholder interests, a clear conception of the public interest, 
the economic aspects of plans and issues concerning the time sequence of 
developments.  

Considering the full set of institutional incentives, we conclude that the 
leapfrog style of urbanization in China is not a matter of incident. It is the 
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